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NJTA has been established for the enjoyment
and preservation of the Triumph automobile.
NJTA is open to all owners of Triumph autos
and to those interested in the Triumph brand.
The New Jersey Triumph Association is a local
chapter of the Vintage Triumph Register, the
Triumph Sports Owners Association and the
Triumph Register of America.
Membership dues are $25 for the first year’s
registration which includes the official NJTA club
pin. Renewal membership dues are $20
annually thereafter. Dues are to be submitted by
April of each year. This entitles you to
participate in all club activities, meetings and
elections. You will also receive the Club
newsletter, The Coventry Chronicle, in which
you are able to post free classified ads for a run
of three months. You can find the membership
form on the last page of this newsletter.
The Coventry Chronicle is the official publication
of the New Jersey Triumph Association and is
published monthly.
Technical material is provided for reference only
and should be utilized advisedly.
Opinions expressed are those of the
contributors or correspondents and
are not those of the New Jersey Triumph
Association, its members or its officers or
advisors.
Visit us at our web site
www.njtriumphs.org
Please submit articles, letters and information to
the Coventry Chronicle Editor
Ray Homiski
P.O. Box 6
Gillette, NJ 07933
e-mail
TR3RAY@gmail.com

Allen Rosenberg 732-742-4642
Steve Bodenweiser 973-829-1618

President’s Message
By Ray Homiski
We have a unique opportunity in front of us. A friend of the NJTA has contacted me
with an offer to open up the Oscar Davis museum in Elizabeth, NJ for an event. I would
like to do something in early April, perhaps the 6th, but wanted to give everyone a
heads up that this is in the works.
We have several events planned this year. The Spring Run has not yet been set but
Touch of England at the Hermitage has (see flier attached). We are looking good for
the Veterans show again this year. This has become an NJTA favorite event with great
participation to benefit the Veterans Hospital. Entry is free but the Vets get so much
more in the form of free lunch, goodie bags, socializing with members and each other.
Music of the 60s, 70s, 80s and more permeate the air. All this is free to the Vets
complements of the NJTA and other groups and sponsors that help out.
Later in the year we have our Fall Fun Run, always a favorite with our hosts Lillian &
Ken Blair choosing a scenic route that is fun, pleasant to the senses and typically
winds up in a place where diets go out the window. Then we will have our second
anniversary Fallfest at Flemington.
I will be looking to do something for the in between months. I have not yet
developed it but will keep our calendar that is on the web site updated with all relative
events to the club. Hope you are checking the calendar frequently as I update it
regularly. It is interactive so if you put your cursor on an event, it will display more
information. If you click on that event, even more information will be displayed. If you
know of something that should be on that calendar, send it to me and I will put it up
promptly.
I am currently finalizing the board set up and responsibilities and will have my first
board meeting after our regular Tuesday evening meeting in February. BTW, the
meetings are also posted on the calendar for your reference. We are working to update
the bylaws. Once the board has reviewed them, they will be brought to the
membership for approval.
I also announced at our last meeting that I want to do something special for our 35th
anniversary this year. I would like to do a tribute to our past presidents and founding
members. Not sure how it will take form yet but be on the lookout for something. Also, if
any members can help out with the names of past presidents, photos and the dates of
their service, it would be a tremendous help. Just send that information directly to me.
Like many of you, I have not started my cars since the polar ice caps decided to
move into my back yard. Let’s hope we can all soon enjoy some good weather and
pray for rain to wash all the salt away.
Cheers
Ray Homiski

Meet a Member
By Brian Ostrowsky

A Wedding Triumph
One fall day in my early childhood I noticed that my father was readying his cars for
an event. Usually, he would tinker on one or two at a time, but never all four at once. It
turned out that my uncle had requested the use of all the families’ classic cars in a
brilliant and bold procession from the church to the reception on his wedding day. Ever
since my uncle cleverly incorporated classic cars into his wedding day, I always knew,
in some way, that I wanted to do the same.
After falling in love and proposing to
my sweetheart, Eva, some 20 years
later, I found myself wondering how I
could incorporate as many classic cars
as possible, into our wedding day. I
knew I had a shot of incorporating
some, given my wife, then girlfriend,
supported me and my father in the
restoration of my 1965 Triumph TR4 A.
My first idea was to use cars for the
procession; however given that our
ceremony and reception would be at
the same location, there would be no
procession. My next thought was that I could incorporate the Triumph into some
wedding photos, after all my father and I painted the car white for exactly that reason...
(or white is a forgiving color for our first attempt at body work). My wife agreed it could
be very "classy and cute" to incorporate the LBC (little British car). I agreed and
assured her that the white paint had aged nicely over the last year to a terrific "ivory"
color and would go perfectly with her dress.
Continued...
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Fast forward 6 months to just after "Frankenstorm" Sandy had hit the East coast. My
wife and I found ourselves in a "my life is a movie" moment. We, along with tremendous
support from family members, were re-planning our wedding just three days prior to the
“big day.” Our venue and a number of our vendors found themselves without power,
resources, or personnel. As you can imagine, this was not the easiest time for my
future wife, however she was handling it fantastically. Amongst the hectic planning,
packing, unpacking, filling the generator with gas, and cutting fallen trees, I suddenly
realized that there was a pretty good chance there was not going to be any classic cars
in my wedding. Especially given that the TR4A was not nearly clean enough to be in
wedding photos, not to mention, I siphoned out all the gas to run the generator, which
had become a very scarce commodity at this point.

Just moments after we agreed on an alternative venue, two and a half days prior to the
wedding, I worked up the nerve to see if I could go prepare the Triumph for the wedding
pictures. Eva smiled, took a deep breath and said "Yes, it needs to be immaculate."
Realizing there was a chance to make this happen, I thanked her profusely and hurried
home. On my drive home, I realized I was not out of the woods just yet. With no gas,
three out of the four back roads to the site closed, and our house still without power, the
odds were not in our favor. However, our luck was about to change.
Continued...
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Turning on to our street, I started seeing utility and tree crews frantically working.
Then I caught a glimpse of our house with the outside lights on, and every other light in
the house for that matter. What a relief! After unplugging all the necessities and turning
off all the ancillaries, I went straight to the garage and siphoned the remaining gas out
of the generator back into the Triumph. I figured 3 gallons would be enough to get me
there. Getting home was not a concern of mine at this point. I then quickly waxed the
paint, vacuumed the carpets and polished the chrome. One of my neighbors stopped
by while I was frantically vacuuming the carpets. I explained the saga that was
unfolding with the wedding and he stopped me mid-sentence and asked "What are you
doing here?! She is letting you detail your car at a time like this?!" I answered “yes” and
explained what a wonderful and understanding gal I was marrying.

With the car cleaned and all things packed for our big weekend, I was off to meet up
with everyone at Eva’s parents’ house in rural New Jersey. One more unexpected road
block made it so all back roads were closed for my journey, except…the highways.
Therefore at 11:30 pm, at 4,000 RPM, doing 60 MPH, I struggled to keep up with the
rush of traffic and big rigs on I-78. However, the car ran great and safely delivered me
to my destination.
The day before the wedding was full of preparation. The planned leisurely round of
golf with the groomsmen was replaced with other group activities such as cutting down
trees, clearing brush, and raking leaves left from the storm. Once the property was
prepped for pictures and the road was cleared for the guests, I finished the final details
on the Triumph - polishing the wheels, glossing the tires, and of course, checking the
spark plugs.
Continued...
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After a successful ad hoc rehearsal dinner (my wife and I actually do not remember
the name of the restaurant) and night on the town with friends from high school and
college, it was finally our big day. The day was clear and beautiful, and despite some
choke issues with the Triumph, everything went off without a hitch. We were even able
to get some great photos incorporating the TR4A.
Later that day we made our way to the ceremony. I counted that the limo drove over
seven downed power lines while trying to find a successful route to the venue. Despite
the huge obstacles created by Hurricane Sandy, we had 90% of the original guest list
packed into the crowded alternative venue to watch us tie the knot. My best man
referred to it as the “FEMA wedding” throughout the weekend. Later that night at the
reception, to my surprise, I
found out that my wife’s
Aunt, who makes custom
cakes, had designed our
wedding cake to be an exact
replica of the Triumph TR4A,
including figurines
representing Eva and me in
the car. However, there was
one small change to the
normal seating
arrangement…my wife was
now in the driver seat.
After a terrific reception
and brunch the following
day, we packed the car and
headed home. I pulled the Triumph into the driveway as proud as could be that
everything worked out and that the car made it through the weekend without any
problems. After unpacking the car, I turned the key to drive the Triumph into the garage
only to find out that the car had a dead battery. As I stood by the car with a perplexed
look, my wife, who was currently still bringing things into the house, stopped and asked
“Is everything is OK?” to which I answered, “Everything is great” and pushed the car
into the garage, chuckling.
Continued...
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After a terrific reception and brunch the following day, we packed the car and
headed home. I pulled the Triumph into the driveway as proud as could be that
everything worked out and that the car made it through the weekend without any
problems. After unpacking the car, I
turned the key to drive the Triumph
into the garage only to find out that
the car had a dead battery. As I
stood by the car with a perplexed
look, my wife, who was currently
still bringing things into the house,
stopped and asked “Is everything is
OK?” to which I answered,
“Everything is great” and pushed
the car into the garage, chuckling.
Lessons learned:
1. If a wedding is meant to happen,
it will happen.
2. Good people, love, and support
make for a great wedding, no
matter where it takes place.
3. A solid Triumph will get you
99.9% of the way there.
4. The recommended torque specs
for an alternator bracket is 20lbs,
and not 10lbs. (The fan belt had
loosened up on the way home and
the alternator was no longer
charging the battery.)
Brian

Club News
Meeting Highlights
By Debbie Lipp
NJ Triumph Association Meeting Minutes for 1/28/14
Ÿ Cliff started off the meeting. He spoke about the holiday party and what a success
it was. Everyone enjoyed themselves, the place, the food and everything was
great.
Ÿ He introduced Ray Homiski as the new president for 2014.
Ÿ Ray took over the meeting and first, we went around the room and everyone
introduced themselves and what kind of car they had.
Ÿ Ray mentioned that the by-laws need to be updated.
Ÿ New board members were introduced. A Sponsorship director is a position that
might be in the works.
Ÿ It was suggested that more people should volunteer for different positions and not to
be afraid to volunteer for things. Someone will always be around to get help from.
Ÿ The NJTA web site was redone. Current events was added to the page.
Ÿ We need to try to get all our car show dates down as soon as possible so people
can plan ahead and come to our shows before any other car clubs put out their
dates.
Ÿ We have an events calendar on the web site.
Ÿ We have an archives page on the web site. There are pictures from the beginning
of the club up until the present (minus a few years).
Ÿ Fallfest - the date is set - it is the Saturday after Labor Day.
Ÿ Members from South Jersey want a few runs or shows to be held in South Jersey.
Ÿ Rethinking how to count ballots at car shows - we need some suggestions on how
to make it better.
Ÿ 2014 is the club's 35th Anniversary. It was suggested to have a gathering and
honor past presidents. Or maybe do a car show where everyone dresses like it's
the 70's. Or maybe do a run - find out where the first club's car run or car show was
and have it there again.
Ÿ It was suggested to make a "premiere" show sponsored by the NJTA.
Ÿ Tech questions.
End of meeting

Editorial & Responses
By Ray Homiski
A lot of work goes into creating and producing our events. What folks might not
realize is that there are many unsung heroes out there that pull these things off with
little help or resources. There is no financial reward, there is little recognition and the
weight of the world is dropped on their shoulders to coordinate things and manage the
event that day. These folks even take flak from others if and when something beyond
their control goes wrong. These events eat into personal time and often requires that
the member to go above and beyond the call of duty. Why would they do it?
Well, from what I have seen, they really enjoy the club, want to help and volunteer
to keep it going. They get a sense of satisfaction seeing their hard work come to
fruition. We all typically thank these folks the day of the event assuming everything
goes right but seldom do we recognize what it took to make that day happen. In my
feeble attempt to give them more recognition and run the risk of forgetting someone, I
will do it here.
A hearty New Jersey Triumph Association

goes to...

for The Vets Show & Holiday Party
for the Fall Fun Run and making sure the NJTA finances are in order.
for the Fall Fun Run and being my second pair of eyes for the newsletter.
For running our annual Swap Meet.
for TOE
for being a great sounding board and confidant
for the Spring Run
for the Vets Show & Holiday Party
for running Fallfest
for organizing our club jackets orders and production.
for TOE
for managing our membership accounts
for keeping the regalia straight and available to members.

Club Activities
By
Ray Homiski

Like the duck swimming above the water, activities this time of the year seem to be
slow and calm. As you know, that duck beneath the water is paddling like hell. So to,
the club remains active during the ever so long winter months. Here are a few things
that are going on.

We were recently asked by Moss Motors to submit an article about our annual visit to
Triumph Rescue. It seems that our Moss contact saw our photos on our new web site
and wondered what Triumph Rescue was. Member Lillian Blair took up the challenge
and wrote an article about our adventures to Bally PA. It has been submitted and I
hope to see it run in a future Moss magazine. We coordinated information about the
event with Matt Bakes of Triumph Rescue so we are assured that we got things right.
Matt also advised us that this year’s Tech Session will be conducted on March 22nd
so mark your calendars, the NJTA calendar has been updated with the event
information. This year will feature a tech session on wiring and electrical issues. It
should be a great session. Arrive at the Triumph Rescue shop by 10 and enjoy their
coffee, donuts and free lunch. Yes, there is something called a free lunch.

There are many members working on the set up and running of events. Right now
we have preliminary dates for some but not all events. They are listed on the NJTA
web site calendar but I will list what we have tentatively set so you can mark your
calendars to avoid conflicts as the event season will soon be upon us.
Ÿ April 6, - Tentative Oscar Davis Museum
Ÿ June 7, - Bonnie Brae Scottish Games
Ÿ June 7, - Touch of England show
Ÿ July 12, - Veterans Show
Ÿ Sept 6th, - Fallfest Flemington

What’s New ?

Ian Leyden
This month’s meet a member, Brian Ostrowsky, has had an influence on our most
recent and new member Ian Leyden. It seems that Brian and Ian are friends and they
have been hard at work restoring Ian’s 1972 TR6. In fact, Ian was at our last meeting to
pick up tips and chat with fellow members. Lets all welcome new member Ian Leyden
Time for an update on our new web site www.njtriumphs.org. I have added a few
new things and made some necessary fixes. Now when you click on the Upcoming
Shows & Events link on the Home page you are taken to that page where you will find
all NJTA events that have their date and venue set, along with the attached flyer. The
NJTA calendar on this page is new. It is an interactive calendar that is kept up to date.
It features all NJTA events that are booked and also other club events and car related
happenings. If anyone has any events that they would like added to this calendar, just
let me know. One purpose for the calendar is to guide any NJTA person who is
scheduling or working an event to avoid date conflicts. As you can see, things fill up
fast and that is why I stress that we need to set our dates for events fast or we are at
risk of running out of weekends.
Another change was to rearrange the order of our Newsletter Library. We now have
the most current ones up front followed by the later ones.

I came across this nice video about a TR3A. I think you will like it. It is not your

typical tear up the track or loud obtrusive music behind a screaming car. No, this is a
rather subtle montage of this lovely car with a soft music bed that makes you want to
sit back and just dream of warmer and drier weather where you can just cruise around
with your top down and lose yourself in the day. Enjoy.
http://youtu.be/yBGpUMG2lLM

Here is a nice little British web site that shows some Triumph race cars along with
other information on collecting and preservation of our autos. After you view this page,
click on the home link and see all they have to offer in the way of advice and
information. A good way to kill some time and learn more about your car.
http://little-classics.com/News/Jigsaw-Racing-Aims-to-Triumph-at-Race-Retro.html

What’s New ?
Continued
Is your car a fake? Well it seems since the classic car market has taken off
especially at the high end model offerings, fakes or counterfeits are also on the rise.
Check out this article from Business Week. I don’t think we have to worry because our
cars are plentiful but if you have a hankering to let your eyes wander, beware there are
folks out there looking to take advantage. I also saw two car shows this past week that
featured fake or altered VIN cars. One was done so cleverly that they just cut the VIN
out of a body panel and welded it into a lesser car.
http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-01-02/fake-classic-cars-rise-as-auctionprices-soar

Need to burn off some steam or aggression after working on your Triumph? You
know the feeling. No matter what you do it goes wrong. Perhaps you can’t find that
wrench you just put down or something you just fixed broke again. We all have these
moments where we want to just kick something but the car is too expensive and your
buddy will probably kick back, if not worse. Well here it is, someone came out with the
Triumph Dart Board. When you are just fed up to here, it is time to just walk away for a
few moments and throw some darts at a symbol of your frustration. A bit pricey, but
cheaper then fixing a dent in your quarter panel.
http://www.zazzle.com/triumph_cars_vintage_service_sign_dartboards256439265414717885
There is an interesting event coming up in the early summer. Hemmings is
sponsoring what they call the Great Race. It is for classic cars and runs down the east
coast of the US. I have the details of the two closest stops in our area listed on the
calendar on our web page. Poughkeepsie and Valley Forge are the closest they will get
to us but it looks like it will be a good time to see some great cars. The two local areas
will be overnight stays on June 22 & 23 respectively. Here is a link.
http://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2013/08/05/great-race-to-trace-the-east-coast-in2014/
I am at the beginning stages of testing out a new Social Media Site for Cars. It is
called Garage Social and you can look at the site to some degree at
www.garagesocial.com. It is in BETA form right now and I have my Triumph up on the
site with specs. I am not sure what you will see if you go there and you have to secure
a PIN by request to use the site because it is so new. Hopefully, I will give a better
review once I have used it for a while and it goes live for everyone's use.

What’s New ?
Continued

Member Joel Barbarito brought a painting of his car to our last meeting that was
commissioned by his parents. I thought you all might like to see it so here goes. It is a
water color professionally done and the workmanship is fantastic.

What’s New ?
Continued

Well, I have been caught in the past in a downpour in my TR3A and I can tell you first
hand that the car is not watertight. In fact, a roll of paper towels was my best friend that
day. The side curtains are good at keeping out debris but water, no. I can only imagine
how it would be to drive in the snow we have encountered as of late here in New
Jersey.

Take notice of the last two pages in this newsletter. There are now two membership
forms there. One is for NEW members and the other is for SUSTAINING membership.
One big difference between the two are the dues amounts. All new applicants pay an
initial membership fee of $25 while sustaining members pay only $20 to continue on as
a member of the NJTA. Notices for renewing your membership will be sent to you in late
March. The forms are here for your reference or in case you need one. Please wait for
your notice till you send in your renewal. Anyone wishing to become a new member may
print out and use the form in this newsletter.
Thank you

Historic Bits
How about a site that shows vintage Triumph automobiles. To be more precise, pre
1940 Triumphs. There is a club for that. They are called “Pre-1940 Triumph Motor
Club” and are based in England but you do not have to travel to see them. Just click
on this link and enjoy the cars that were the ancestors of ours.
http://www.pre-1940triumphmotorclub.org/index.html

On the following pages there is the second in a series of British Leyland technical
cards, there are 5 in the set and cards 1 & 2 were in the February 2014 issue of the
newsletter. This information is invaluable for its content and historic importance. Soon
it will find its way into our web library for technical documents. It will add to a great
resource for the amateur restorer of our Triumph cars. Look for more historic and
significant information in upcoming issues of our newsletter.
Well, I strive to make articles in this newsletter relative to the Triumph automobile.
This one is a stretch but it is relevant. I came across these photos of an NJTA
member in his earlier days when his cars were not imports but still cars were in his
blood. Many of us dream of racing in our vintage cars on a real circuit and carelessly
using our cars in what ever it takes to win. I know I would run a race today
defensively at best trying not to damage my car over winning the race. Our mystery
man had no such considerations and you might say, winning was all that mattered.
The car was secondary as evident in these photos. Enjoy these photos of an NJTA
member who walked the walk, or raced the race.

Weissglass
Raceway
Ca. 1968 - 1972

Historic Bits

Historic Bits

Historic Bits

Historic Bits

Historic Bits

Historic Bits

Historic Bits

This is one hot sedan. Just
the overall look makes it
special. Better yet, it is a
Standard Vanguard. I am
not sure of the date of
manufacture but it looks like
a precursor of today’s jelly
bean cars. Those rear
fender skirts really set it off. I
would not mind one of these
in my garage.

Technical Q & A
There were no tech questions this past month so I will fill in here with some technical
data. This is a Lucas Test Card. It is for testing a Contact Breaker Ignition System. For
those who like older terms, Points, Coil, Capacitor. Read all instructions before using the
card as there is important safety information contained within. Also note this is for a
negative ground (Earth) system.

Continued...

Technical Q & A
Continued

Classifieds
Remember, as a member of the NJTA you are entitled to a free posting on classifieds
for 3 months running. Dig out your garage and send photos, description and contact
information to me at TR3RAY@gmail.com and I will get it listed in the next issue.
2nd Posting...
1968 MG Midget - $3450 by NJTA member Dennis Tiernan, Springfield, NJ.
Chrome bumper, runs strong, ODO reads 56,000.
The car had the following work done:
1. New fuel pump, clutch, slave & master cylinders, flex hose & battery.
2. Flywheel was cut, rear brake cylinders new, rear drums turned.
4. Rebuilt generator, starter.
6. Head shaved 10/1000" with a new head gasket and head bolt studs.
7. Radiator reconditioned.
Needs speedometer,new top, carpets and upholstery kit for drivers seat. (See picture)
Floor pans are solid, 1/2 " rust spot on driver's side that is easily repaired. The shocks
are good, bumpers good, includes 2 extra wire wheels with studded snows mounted.

Regalia
I am starting a new page in the newsletter called Regalia where we will feature the
items we have for sale to club membership. These items all have the club logo
emblazoned upon them. Right now I can only write up the items we have for sale along
with the price. In the near future you will see photos of the items represented here as
well. We will be doing more in the area of regalia so keep a sharp eye out for updated
information. The Regalia Director Art Wildman (awildman1@verizon.net ) can be
contacted should you want to purchase any of these items.
Item
T -Shirts

Size

Price

Medium
Large
2X Large
3X Large
Medium
Large
2X Large
Medium
Large
3X Large

$ 8.00
$ 8.00
$ 8.00
$ 8.00
$ 8.00
$ 8.00
$ 8.00
$ 8.00
$ 8.00
$ 8.00

Gray
Red
Black
Blue

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

$ 28.00
$ 28.00
$ 28.00
$ 28.00

Blue

Medium
X Large

$ 28.00
$ 28.00

Blue

Green

Gray

Polo Shirts

Denim Shirt

Seat Belt Pad
Red
Blue
Patches
Cars Logo
No Cars Logo
Badges
Cars Logo
License Plate Frame
Owners Log Book

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

$ 5.00
$ 5.00
$ 1.00
$ 1.00
$ 8.00
$ 1.00
$ 10.00

Events
Check out the Events section of our web site and this newsletter to be up to date on
the latest gatherings, both club and non-club sponsored. We really like to see new
members and cars at our shows no matter the condition or age of the car. Please try
and attend one of the club meetings at the Chimney Rock Inn in Gillette NJ. It happens
each month (Except December) on the 4th Tuesday of that month and starts at 7:30
PM. It is a great venue, you have dinner, talk cars, watch presentations and share
information about Triumph cars. You don’t need an invitation. Drop in, bring a friend
and enjoy your club and all it has to offer.

We have an early jump this year on the dates for our Touch of England show at the
Hermitage in Ho-Ho-Kus, NJ. Member and TOE coordinator Emery Duell reports that
the dates approved by The Hermitage are Saturday June 7, 2014 and a rain date of
Sunday June 8, 2014.
Mark those calendars now so you won’t get conflicted with any other event as this
always proves to be one of the highlights of the NJTA season. With the help of new
member Eric Boehm, we have the flyer ready for publication. See it on the next page
and get your registrations in early to secure you spot for Touch of England 2014.

Looks like Cliff has worked out our date for the NJTA Veterans Show at the VA
Hospital in Lyons, NJ. More details will be forthcoming but mark your calendars for July
12th. The show is free to all entrants but the NJTA will donate food, fun and goodies to
our Veterans thanking them for their service. This will be our third year and each
seems to be more successful than the last. Please plan on joining us this year as it is
always a special event and for such a good cause. It is already on the NJTA calendar
on our web site.

New Membership Form

You are at the first step in joining the premier Greater New Jersey/New York automobile
club dedicated to keeping the Triumph motor car alive.
We are unable to accept membership applications over the internet at this time.
Please print and clearly complete the membership form below along with a $25 check and mail it to
New Membership
New Jersey Triumph Association
Box 6
Gillette, N J 07933-0006
Make your $25 check payable to the New Jersey Triumph Association.
This is a family membership so include the name of your spouse, significant
other, or other family members.
Our primary method of notifying members of events is by email so please make sure your
email address is accurate.
Name(s)_________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Phone # ( _____)______________ (optional)
E-mail _____________________________________________
Year and model Triumph(s) owned
________________________________________________________________
There have been requests to have the roster available to the membership only. At the
minimum, we will only print name, town, state and cars owned. If you do not
want the following information included please check the appropriate box.
Do NOT include phone number in roster ________
Do NOT include full address in roster ________
(only town and state will be included)
Do NOT include e-mail address ________

Sustaining Membership Form

Thank you for being a sustaining member of the Greater New Jersey/New York automobile
club dedicated to keeping the Triumph motor car alive.
We are unable to accept membership applications over the internet at this time.
To Continue your valuable membership please print and
clearly complete this form along with a $20 check and mail it to
Sustaining Membership
New Jersey Triumph Association
Box 6
Gillette, N J 07933-0006
Make your check payable to the New Jersey Triumph Association.
This is a family membership so include the name of your spouse, significant
other, or other family members.
Our primary method of notifying members of events is by email so please make sure your
email address is accurate.
Name(s)_________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Phone # ( _____)______________ (optional)
E-mail _____________________________________________
Year and model Triumph(s) owned
________________________________________________________________
There have been requests to have the roster available to the membership only. At the
minimum, we will only print name, town, state and cars owned. If you do not
want the following information included please check the appropriate box.
Do NOT include phone number in roster ________
Do NOT include full address in roster ________
(only town and state will be included)
Do NOT include e-mail address ________

